Los Angeles Concert

‘A Tribute to the Spirit of Man’

On April 29, 150 people gathered in a church in Arcadia, Calif., to hear a concert sponsored by the Schiller Institute. As Dr. William Warfield, the world-renowned operatic baritone, had told a group of students and activists the night before, normally man only nourishes his body—but music nourishes the soul.

Musicians from China and the Americas performed an entire spectrum of Classical music: from Bach, Verdi, and Puccini, to American spirituals, Mexican, American, and Chinese folk songs, and classical Chinese music.

It was without any doubt Warfield, at the age of eighty one of the world’s leading experts on Negro Spirituals and German Lieder, past president of the National Association of Negro Musicians (1985-90), and a board member of the Schiller Institute, who anchored the very diverse program, pulling together the offerings from around the world.

On the first part of the program:

• Three singers from the National Association of Negro Musicians, ages ranging from 75 to 85, performed Verdi and Puccini arias, American folk songs, and spirituals.

• Mexican music educator and chorister Alfredo Mendoza presented a Mexican folk song, and an aria from Mozart’s The Magic Flute.

• Zhao Gui-jin introduced the audience to the Chinese reed flute with a folk song from southwestern China, and Wang Lian told the story of the “Pavilion of the Yellow Crane,” music inspired by the poet Li Bai from the Tang dynasty (c. A.D. 778).

• Warfield performed “Du bist wie eine Blume,” and “Die beiden Grenadiere,” both by Schumann, and ended the first half of the program with two haunting spirituals, “Li’l Boy, How Old Are You?” and “Chillun Did You Hear When Jesus Rose?”

The second part of the program was even more densely composed than the first. Mendoza performed three songs, from Schubert’s “Winterreise” and “Die Schöne Müllerin,” followed by Warfield with “Wanderers Nachtlied” and “Der Erlkönig.” Wang Lian increased the tension by performing “Under Heavy Siege,” composed in 202 B.C.

At the end, Warfield closed the circle by singing “Deep River,” which moved many in the audience to tears.